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Next Meeting

Memorial to Charles Alvis

Brenda Stein will be our demonstrator for the October 3''' meeting.
Se will be mming a weed pot but her
demonstration will be how to teach
woodtuming to children. She has
been doing this at some local
schools and will probably give us
some good tips on teaching. Think
of all those children and grand children you have hanging around. She
will also discuss how to get involved
with teaching in your area. Since
woodshops are on the decline in
schools this is something we should
all be doing.

At an earlier TAW meeting it was decided that we should give a
donation to Arrowmont in Charles Alvis' name. During the symposium Mike Zinzer presented Jeanne Alvis an Arrowmont memorial
brick in honor of Charles Alvis. The paver block will be inscribed
"In memory of Charles Alvis by the Teimessee Association of Woodturners". It will be placed in the walkway approaching the wood turning shop.
Charles and eleven others started the TAW. He served as president of the TAW. He also served as a board member of the AAW
and was elected president of the AAW. Charles was very dedicated to
wood turning and helped many people with his teaching and leadership.

Instant Gallery
Don't forget the instant gallery.
You've had more than a month to
turn that once in lifetime piece. I f
not just bring whatever you turn.
We all learn from each other. I
know I ' l l have a project that is different than usual and Randy has
been working hard so he'll probably
have something. Maybe someone
will have something turned from the
balusters I brought last time. I
haven't touched mine yet but there
are ideas just burning a hole in my
brain and I have another whole
week.

The 13 annual T A W symposium was successful and fun for all.
We had 4 great speakers who were both informative and a lot of fiin.
Dave Barriger and John Jordan discussed turning and using green
wood. John hosted an after hours discussion on wood movement and
how to predict the results.
John Mascoll demonstrated his hollow vessels with finials and Corian
inserts. He brought his own brand of humor. He told a great story
about some kids mistaking a Stewart tool for an Uzi. Pat Matranga
was charming and informative as usual. She demonstrated various
turning and texturing techniques.
The instant gallery had some beautiful work. There were probably
40 or 50 pieces. It was difficult to decide on the people's choice
awards. After all the votes were counted Tom Cowan came away
with the award. He built a walnut pitcher about 2 feet tall that was
textured completely. It was very well done.
We had two wood vendors and Willard Baxter sent his tools and
chucks to sell. Bobby and Doris demons took care of this booth because Willard had to be at the big wood show in Atlanta. It was difficult to hang on to your money with all those goodies staring at you.
I'd like to thank the vendors for bringing their goods. (I may
change my mind when the credit card bill arrives) I ' d also like to
thank the demonstrators. They were willing to answer any questions
at any time. I would also like to thank Gary Martin, Mike Zinzer,
Jimmy Campbell, Barry Boyd and all the others who helped put this
event together.

Notes from the
TAW Symposium
It will be impossible to remember ail the things I learned at the
symposium. I will try to write
down what my feeble little brain
can translate from my notes.
Dave Barriger demonstrated his
elevated vessels and a natural edge
vase. The elevated vessels are
kind of like a bowl setting on a
coil spring. These pieces are done
by turning the outside to shape,
and then hollowing the bowl. The
support "spring" is turned as a
large column under the bowl
which will be carved later. After
this is complete he draws the design for the "spring" or support
column. He demonstrated a variety of methods for carving the
"spring". One method was using
the handsaw. He made a cradle to
hold the piece. This made the operation much safer. The other
methods involved a chainsaw or
other power carving tools. He
demonstrated using a Makita carving chainsaw. He also showed us
some of the power tools he uses
for shaping and sanding the piece.
These included all sorts of power
carvers from die grinders to flex
shaft machines. There was just as
big an assortment of power sanding devices from random orbital
Sanders to strip sanders. The
power tool companies should pay
him a commission because I think
we all foimd at least one tool we
had to have.
His lectures always involved
discussions of grain direction, tool
cutting direction, and wood movement He said Green bowls need to
be the same thickness throughout
to avoid checking. He then turned
a natural edge vase from the
whole log with the heart in the
middle. He stressed that if the

walls and base were the same thickness that the vessel was less likely
to craek. He left the bottom of the
cup cone shaped and hollowed the
base which was also somewhat cone
shaped. He said the cone shape releases the radial stress by allowing
the wood to move. Flat bottoms are
more likely to craek. Boy there's a
joke waiting to happen. I let you fill
in the punch line. Dave's demo's
were very enlightening.
John Masco!! isfromBarbados
originally so he had a real interesting accent. He turns hollow vessels
with Corian inserts and contrasting
finials. He uses Pear-ex pigments
mixed with boat epoxy to fill in
voids and defects. He said it was
like using Inlace but it turned better,
was easier to mix because you control the thickness and drying time by
the way you mix the 2 parts. It is
also less expensive.
His rough out gouge has one
wing ground back almost 2". I
thought this was just poor sharpening and kidded him about only being able to sharpen one side. He
said this allowed him to almost
completely shape the outside of his
vessel with one tool. In a production shop this speeds things up a
great deal. He adds Corian inserts
between the vessel and the finial.
He called this his expansion joint.
He used polyurethane glue to bond
the Corian in place feeling that this
was stronger and more flexible than
other glues. John's stories about
craft fairs and tales of working with
Larry Hasiak and Dave Barriger
were worth the price of admission.
Pat Matranga's demo was quite
enjoyable. I missed the V rotation
because I was filming John Mascoll.
Everyone seemed to enjoy that one.
I'll try to hit the highlights of the
one I attended. Pat turned a platter,
and turned a platter and turned a
platter and turned a platter. I'm just

kidding. I had to get back at her
for harassing the camera man.
Pat talked about inspiration.
She said you should take something personal and then explore
ways of expressing that thought
through your woodtuming. She
had a platter with an abstract cat
inlaid into the rim to illustrate
this point. She said that your
signature and it's placement
should be planned as carefully
as the rest of the piece. Pat used
a Dremel engraver. She said
that the handwriting should be
neat and legible. This tells the
viewer that you are proud of this
piece.
Pat discussed how to paint
the rim of the platter with 2 different colors and partially sand
through one layer. This is a real
interesting technique. She also
talked about Scraffito. Scraffito
is carving through paint. She
discussed several texfaring techniques, one was using a Dremel
ingaver to "free hand" a textured pattern.
When turning a bead Pat
suggests putting a pencil line in
the middle of the bead. Start
your bevel rubbing at the pencil
line and then lift the handle until
it starts cutting just beyond the
line. This will help prevent "V"
shaped beads. She said when
you are tiiming and you get tool
chatter press down on the tool
rest, don't push on the bevel.
Several people told me that they
thought she did a very good
demonstration. Ditto. Thanks
PatJohn Jordan passed out a
ton of information. I hope I
don't get any of this wrong.
Most problems with turning
green wood originate from starting with a bad piece wood. One
of John's favorite sayings is
there's too much good wood out

there to turn bad wood. Part of the
problem is learning the difference
between good wood and bad wood.
John said a very common problem is
not cutting enough wood off the end.
Keep the log as long as possible and
keep it covered out of the sun.
When you cut the piece for your
project inspect it very carefully for
checks. I f you discover any, cut off
another inch or so.
John said that cutting wood into a
bowl blank for storage will almost
guarantee checks. You can cut and
save pieces for small projects i f you
coat the ends with sealer. After cutting the blank turn it as soon as possible. I f you are going to rough it
out and then let it dry, the walls
should be a uniform thickness. He
said you could leave the bottom a
little thinner because it won't warp
as bad as the sides and less wood
will be removed when you re-turn
the bowl. I used to leave the bottom
long enough to remount directly to
the faceplate with screws and I lost
or had to radically modify 2 out 3
bowls to checks in the bottom.
I f the project will be turned completely while it's green try not to
generate anymore heat than necessary while cutting and especially
while sanding. Dull tools will create
heat while cutting and can cause surface checking. John said you may
have to wet the piece with a sponge
while you are turning. Of you must
stop for some reason cover the wood
with plastic. When sanding use
fresh paper, don't use clogged paper
because this will generate more heat.
Slow the lathe down while sanding
or stop the lathe and use a random
orbital sander. When hollow turning, you create heat on the inside
which tries to dry the wood. The
outside is still wet and this uneven
drying can cause checks. When you
sand the outside the same problem
exists.

So I figure, if you can turn the inside while sanding the outside at the
same time you'll solve the problem.
Don't listen to me however, I still
call my hollow vessels bowls.
After turning, store the piece in a
place where air movement is kept to
a minimum. Don't store it in a bag
with shavings, the piece will mold
and discolor. Keep the wall thickness even throughout and the piece
will usually dry with minimal warping in a few days.
John talked at length about
sharpening as did all the others. I
will try to put that together in another newsletter along with some of
the shapes of the gouges and skews.
Well just like the old college
days I could only translate half the
notes I wrote. I ' l l have to get with a
cryptographer to decipher the rest.
Needless to say I f you weren't there
you missed a great chance to learn
more woodtuming.

2001 TAW Symposium
The officers and board members
will be getting together right after
the next meeting to discuss plans for
next years symposium. I f you have
any suggestions on ways to improve
the symposium please let one of us
know at the meeting.
We will also be taking suggestions for speakers for the next symposium so let us know who you
would like to see or what technique
you would like to learn.
We would like to have the best
symposium ever. With your help I
think we can pull it off.
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We meet on the 1st Tuesday
of the month. The meeting
starts at 7 PM.
We meet at the
Harpeth Hills Church o f Christ1949 Old Hickory Blvd- Brentwood, Tn 37027. Take 1-65
south of Nashville to the Old
Hickory Blvd. Exit 74-B. Cross
Franklin road, going 4.1 miles
(not quite to Hillsboro Pike). The
church is on the left side o f the
road. Facing the church, use the
left side entrance, half way down
the building near the back o f the
sanctuary. Everyone is welcome.

Membership in the Tennessee
Association of Woodturners is
open to anyone with an interest
in the craft of woodtuming.
Annual dues are $25.00.
Officers:
interim President - Mike Zinser
615-292-8652
Vice President-Jackie Potts 931583-2257
Secretary/Newsletter Editor
John Lucas 931-525-6400
Librarian-Mai C!issold-615-3734881
Treasurer Jimmy Campbell 931381-9379
Imed. Past President- Mike Zinser

